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Chapter 2351 Forbearance!

what?

“Respect you?” “I’m going to Nima!” “What kind of thing do you dare to take the place of
my instructor of Chu?” “Also let us Qinglong team respect you?” “You are an old man?
Things, you deserve it too!” Croven Li and others trembled when they heard Solmen
Chan’s arrogant words.

Tai Shan’s violent temper immediately came up, shouting angrily at Solmen Chan.

The rest of the Azure Dragon team members also looked at Solmen Chan hostilely, and
the old faces were full of anger and dissatisfaction.

After all, for the Qinglong Five, the Chu instructor was their most respected instructor
and their faith.

Instructor Chu has an irreplaceable position in their hearts.

Now this Solmen Chan actually wanted to replace Mark. For the Qinglong Five, it was
undoubtedly touching their back scales, and it was naturally difficult to keep calm.

However, when Solmen Chan saw Qinglong’s appearance, not only did he not get the
slightest anger, but he even snorted: “It seems that the Chu instructor has a very
important position in your hearts.”

“But, what about?” “You guys? The respected and respected instructor of Chu has been
removed from all posts.”

“From today on, he has become history!” “From now on, I, Solmen Chan, will be the
chief instructor of the Noirfork Military Region and the Three Armies.”

“Qinglong and Flying Eagle. The team all use me as a teacher and are trained by me!”
Boom~ Solmen Chan’s words are just like the thunder exploded.

Taishan and others were dumbfounded at that time.

They stared in disbelief.



Croven Li couldn’t hold back it, and even cursed directly: “I’ll put Nima’s shit!” “The
instructor of Chu Tianjiao Wushuang, superb.”

“Is the military commander blind? How could he dismiss the instructor of Chu? “Never
possible!” “You must be talking nonsense here~” Croven Li roared with red eyes.

Solmen Chan didn’t bother to explain anything. He turned around, with his hands behind
him, his back facing the five Azure Dragons.

“I’ve said everything that should be said.”

“As for whether it is true or not, you will know tomorrow.”

“I don’t bother to waste my tongue with you here.”

“However, before I officially take office tomorrow, I will The ugly words are in front.”

“From now on, your Qinglong team has five wastes, and the good days of depravity and
erosion are over.”

“I advise you to converge in your mind and train well in the future.”

“Otherwise, I will dismiss Qinglong and leave only the Flying Eagle team. “It’s good to do
it for yourself.”

In the sneer, Solmen Chan stepped away with her head high.

“You~you~” “You bastard!” “You must be in front of the commander, maliciously
slandering the instructor of Chu.”

“a*shole, I’m fighting with you~” Tai Shan cursed behind him, his eyes flushed. Catch up
and beat that Solmen Chan.

“Taishan, you stop me!” “Isn’t it messy enough?” At this time, Denren shouted at
Taishan and sternly scolded.

“But Captain, he…he…”

Tarzan gritted his teeth and wanted to say something, but at the end, he sighed.

In fact, Taishan himself knew that even if what Solmen Chan said was really true, the
Five Dragons couldn’t change anything at all?

Stop training to protest?

If they stopped training in protest before there was no Flying Eagles team, perhaps it
would be really effective.



But now, they have even selected the team to replace Qinglong.

Taishan and the others know very well that if at this time, the five members of the Azure
Dragon clashed against the decision of their superiors, and if they did not submit to
discipline, the final outcome would most likely be disbanded and replaced by others.

“Forbearance!” “No matter what happens, we must be tolerant.”

“When the instructor Chu comes back, he will preside over the overall situation for us!”
That night, Denren repeatedly asked four people including Taishan.

“Taishan gritted his teeth and wanted to say something, but in the end, he still sighed. In
fact, Taishan himself knew that even if what Solmen Chan said was true, the five of
them could not change anything at all? Should they stop training in protest? If they
stopped training and protest before the Flying Eagles team, it might be really effective.
But now, they have even selected the team to replace Qinglong. Taishan and the others
know very well that if this time, they Qinglong The five even smashed the decision of
their superiors. If they refused to obey the discipline, the final outcome would most likely
be to disband and be replaced by others.

“No matter what happens, bear with it.”

“When the instructor Chu returns, he will preside over the overall situation for us!”

“That night, Denren repeatedly asked four people including Taishan.

Chapter 2352 Wang Dongsheng’s Worries

Let everyone forbear, and wait for the Chu instructor to return to the military area before
making a decision.

In this way, after Solmen Chan left, even though Tai Shan and the others could not calm
down, they still endured their emotions and continued to train as usual according to the
plan made by Mark.

One night passed quickly.

The next day, when the first ray of morning light came on, a new day came.

At the same time, there was also a personnel appointment issued by the Noirfork
Command.

“Mark, the former chief instructor of Noirfork Military Region, is dereliction of duty,
unworthy, unorganized, and undisciplined. After deliberations by Noirfork Headquarters,
it was unanimously decided to remove his position as chief instructor of Noirfork Military
Region.”



“In the future, Solmen Chan, Take over his duties and coordinate the training of the
entire army!” As soon as this order was issued, the entire Noirfork Military Region
immediately exploded.

Everywhere, there are discussions on this matter.

….. “I’m going, instructor Chu was actually removed?” “Really!” …. “Is this only a few
days ago?” “This position is not hot, right? Has withdrawn?” ….. “Let me just say that
instructor Chu is too arrogant and unreasonable.”

“Think about it, when the instructor Chu took office, he condoned his subordinates and
beat the son of Deputy Commander Orell Lin. Disabled.”

“Moreover, it is said that the position of the instructor of Chu was still snatched from the
friend of Deputy Commander Lin.”

“For more than a month, Deputy Commander Lin has long regarded the instructor of
Chu as a thorn in the flesh, offending the Noirfork Military Region II. The hand, is it
sooner or later to be pushed down?” ….. “Also, I also heard that this new instructor,
Solmen Chan, is also from Deputy Commander Lin, and was pushed up by Deputy
Commander Lin.”

“You don’t know, just now, Lin Fan, the son of Deputy Commander Lin, was called away.
I heard that he was directly transferred to the Flying Eagles.”

“From now on, our Noirfork Military Region No. 1 Team is no longer Qinglong, it’s Flying
Eagle!” “Various resources, priority is given to Flying Eagle Team~” …..

In the military area, all kinds of rumors and discussions abound.

Some felt sorry for the Chu instructor, while others felt angry at the darkness of the
world.

Obviously, some people in the military area could still see that the personnel
appointments at this time were all planned by Orell Lin.

However, this kind of power struggle, the soldiers at the bottom of them, are just talking
about it from behind, naturally they don’t dare to get involved.

However, with so many people in the Noirfork Military Region, some people still dare to
stand up for Mark.

For example, in Wrilfill, the head of the regiment who was frightened by Mark to kneel
down and begged for mercy, Wang Dongsheng!

In fact, when he first met Mark in Wrilfill, Wang Dongsheng did not even know the newly
appointed Chief Instructor of Noirfork Military Region.



It was not until Mark blaming himself that he was Major General Qinglong, that Wang
Dongsheng realized that he had flooded the Dragon King Temple and his family had
done his own family.

In the end, a person from Gritsberg gave Mark the title and praised Mark for being a
Tianjiao Wushuang. At that time, Wang Dongsheng realized that the Qinglong Major
General in their Noirfork Military Region was so powerful!

However, why did Wang Dongsheng never expect that a person like Mark, their
commander Wuyang, would withdraw him?

It is a trivial matter to lose a talent.

But for the Noirfork Military Region to establish a godlike enemy, that is a matter of life
and death!

After all, Wu Yang and the others behaved like this, and they clearly offended Mark to
death.
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